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Abstract

The Brahmic family of writing systems is an alpha-syllabary, in which a consonant letter without an explicit vowel marker can be ambiguous: it can either represent a consonant phoneme or a CV syllable with an inherent vowel (“schwa”). The schwa-deletion ambiguity must be resolved when converting from text to an accurate phonemic representation, particularly for text-to-speech synthesis. We situate the problem of Bengali schwa-deletion in the larger context of grapheme-to-phoneme conversion for Brahmic scripts and solve it using neural network classifiers with graphemic features that are independent of the script and the language. Classifier training is implemented using TensorFlow and related tools. We analyze the impact of both training data size and trained model size, as these represent real-life data collection and system deployment constraints. Our method achieves high accuracy for Bengali and is applicable to other languages written with Brahmic scripts. Index Terms: Schwa-deletion, grapheme-to-phoneme, Bengali, Brahmic scripts, phonology, TensorFlow, neural networks

1. Introduction

The English word table exists as a loanword in Bengali, where it is pronounced /ṭebil/1. In Bengali script – also known as Eastern Nagari, a prominent member of the Brahmic family [1] – this is written as টেবিল. It is divided into three parts, one of which is ট followed by বি and ল. The first, ট, represents the syllable /ṭ/, and consists of the consonant letter ট (indicating /t/) and the modifier র appearing on its left and indicating /u/. This illustrates the workings of an alpha-syllabary [2] or abugida: in this type of writing system, consonant letters like ট and র can support vowel modifiers, which attach to them. A typical visual cluster represents a consonant-vowel (CV) syllable: ট র is read /ṭu/ and টি is read /ṭi/. This raises two related questions: How should a consonant sound be written when it is not followed by a vowel? And how should a consonant letter be read if no modifier is attached?

In an abugida an unmodified consonant is thought to carry an inherent vowel and is read as a CV syllable. The precise phonetic quality of that vowel varies across languages, and sometimes within the same language. Following established conventions, we refer to the inherent vowel as schwa. We use that term in a purely graphemic sense, without any phonetic implications.

The English word ball is pronounced /bəl/ as a loanword in Bengali. Its written representation বল consists of two unmodified consonant letters already familiar from above. The default reading of the inherent vowel in Bengali is /ə/, and so plain ব is read /বə/. We say that schwa has been phonetically realized.

In both বল /বল/ and the earlier example টেবিল /ṭebil/ the last consonant ল has no modifiers attached and represents the final consonant sound. The inherent vowel of ল is not realized phonetically. We say that schwa has been deleted.

1Phonetic transcriptions are written with IPA symbols inside slashes.

Table 1: The words car and bus as loanwords in various languages, shown in native orthography and transliteration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>Orth.</th>
<th>Trans.</th>
<th>Orth.</th>
<th>Trans.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bengali</td>
<td>কার</td>
<td>kār@</td>
<td>বাস</td>
<td>bās@</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hindi, Marathi, Nepali</td>
<td>कार</td>
<td>kār@</td>
<td>बस</td>
<td>bās@</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gujarati</td>
<td>કાર</td>
<td>kār@</td>
<td>બસ</td>
<td>bās@</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Sinhala</td>
<td>කාර</td>
<td>kār</td>
<td>පාස</td>
<td>pās</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malayalam</td>
<td>കാര</td>
<td>kãr</td>
<td>പാസ</td>
<td>pãs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tamil</td>
<td>கார</td>
<td>kār</td>
<td>பாஸ</td>
<td>pãs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The phenomenon of schwa deletion arises in several languages written in Brahmic scripts, including in Hindi [3, 4], Punjabi [5] in Brahmic Gurumuki (as opposed to Perso-Arabic Shahmukhi) script, Marathi [6, 7], and others. Choudhury et al. [8] approach the problem diachronically for several languages, including Bengali.

Schwa deletion does not affect the entire Brahmic family. To show the absence of an inherent vowel, most Brahmic scripts can make use of ligatures and of an explicit vowel suppression mark, generically called virama following Sanskrit/Unicode conventions. One subset of languages – including Sanskrit, Sinhala, and the major Dravidian languages – requires explicit signaling of schwa deletion: a consonant without an inherent vowel must appear in ligated form or carry a visible virama; otherwise the inherent vowel is always realized.

The cross-linguistic situation is illustrated in Table 1. For easy comparison a uniform alphabetic transliteration (based on [9] and purely graphemic) is shown alongside the native abugida orthographies. Bengali and other languages in Group 1 do not explicitly suppress the final schwa: phonetically both car and bus end in a consonant, but this fact is not indicated in the orthography and must be inferred. Hindi (kār@)2, and (bās@) contrast with Sinhala (kār) and (pās). Sinhala and the Dravidian languages in Group 2 consistently use a visible virama (sometimes ligated in Malayalam) on the last letter of each word. Group 2 has a straightforward answer to our first questions: How should a consonant sound be written when it is not followed by a vowel? The consonant letter must be explicitly marked as lacking a vowel.

Such simple conventions are absent from Group 1 languages, not only those listed in Table 1 but also Punjabi and Kashmiri in Brahmic scripts, Bhojpuri, Maithili, Assamese, Sylheti, and others. Consequently Group 1 has no straightforward answer to our second question: How should a consonant letter be read if no modifier is attached? As the words বল (bās@) /bus/ in Hindi and বল (bās@) /bøl/ in Bengali illustrate, the inherent vowel can either be realized or deleted. This paper describes a general method for resolving this ambiguity.

2Brahmic graphemes are transliterated to the Latin script inside @. The inherent vowel is represented by @ unless it has been explicitly suppressed, in which case no corresponding vowel symbol is written.
2. Background

The task of relating a written representation of a word to a phonemic representation is known as grapheme-to-phoneme conversion, or g2p for short. It is a common building block in several larger tasks, including transliteration [7], speech recognition, and text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) [3, 4], where the need for highly accurate pronunciations is especially acute.

2.1. Grapheme-to-phoneme conversion for Brahmic

The wide variety of Brahmic scripts used for writing South Asian languages creates both complexities and opportunities. The sheer diversity of scripts is an obstacle, but their similar workings provide an opportunity for applying a single generic solution to many similar problems. Our larger aim — beyond the scope of this paper — is towards generic grapheme-to-phoneme for Brahmic across similar languages, with minimal language-specific customization. A generic approach must arguably be able to deal with the schwa deletion phenomenon, as it affects a large group of languages to various degrees.

We conceive of schwa resolution as one module in a multistage process outlined in Table 2 which converts script characters (Stage 1) to phonemes (Stage 4). Table 2 illustrates the processing stages and steps using the Bengali place name কমলনগর (Kamalnagar), pronounced /kəməlnəɡəɾ/. The first processing step — shared with a large body of related work on South Asian languages — is to transliterate the native script to an abstract grapheme representation (Stage 2). We use a modified version of ISO Romanization [9], solving two problems: First, it reduces complexity by mapping many different scripts (Devanagarī, Eastern Nagari, Gurmukhī, etc.) into a single representation. Second, by mapping into Latin characters (as opposed to Devanagarī, for example) the abstract grapheme representation (Stage 2 and 3) becomes alphabetic, matching the “size” of the alphabetic phoneme representation (Stage 4).

Table 2: Illustration of g2p stages and schwa outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Representation stage</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Orthography</td>
<td>ক ম ল ন গ র</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓ translate</td>
<td>k m l n g r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract graphemes, with schwa</td>
<td>k m l n g r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓ resolve schwa</td>
<td>k m l n g r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abstract graphemes, no schwa</td>
<td>k m l n g r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>↓ convert to phonemes</td>
<td>k m l n g r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonemes</td>
<td>k m l n g r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the example in Table 2, we can see that the first and second instance of schwa become ⟨a⟩, while the third one gets deleted. As this step operates on the abstract graphemes, it allows for the possibility to make it language- and script-agnostic. The rest of this paper describes this step in detail.

The first processing step resolves each schwa grapheme ⟨a⟩ by either deleting it or replacing it with the grapheme ⟨a⟩. In the example in Table 2, we can see that the first and second instance of schwa become ⟨a⟩, while the third one gets deleted. As this step operates on the abstract graphemes, it allows for the possibility to make it language- and script-agnostic. The rest of this paper describes this step in detail.

The third processing step converts from abstract graphemes to phonemes. Even when large portions of the phoneme inventories may be shared among languages, this step is necessarily language-specific. As mentioned earlier, the precise phonetic details of the inherent vowel depend on the language. In the Bengali example in Table 2, we see a realization of schwas surface as /ə/, while others surface as /a/. This is largely a consequence of larger g2p and phonological regularities in Bengali.3 For example the raising of /ə/ to /e/ generally affects all occurrences of /ə/, regardless of whether they arose from an inherent vowel or from the independent vowel letter আ (a). It also parallels the raising of /e/ to /e/ in Bengali. In the context of Bengali TTS [11] our preferred approach is to train sequence-to-sequence models on annotated data. For other languages, hand-written rewrite rules go a long way. Details are beyond the scope of the current paper.

2.2. Schwa deletion in Bengali compared with Hindi

Schwa deletion is a well-studied phenomenon of Hindi [3, 4]. Bengali shares some similarities, but differs in important ways.

Table 3 compares cognates between Hindi and Bengali. Words like the name Ram that end in simple final consonants are written and pronounced essentially the same in Hindi and Bengali: the final schwa deletes. On the other hand, in the compound word उत्तराण (uttarāṇ) (eight hundred) the middle schwa deletes and the final schwa is pronounced.

Hindi has a very strong prohibition against final schwa. While this is a general preference in Bengali as well, a similarly strong restriction does not exist there. In fact, in several situations a final schwa must be pronounced in Bengali, when it would be deleted in the corresponding Hindi word. One large and systematic class of exceptions are those that end in consonant clusters in Hindi and in the corresponding cluster followed by /a/ in Bengali. Table 3 lists several examples.

Another systematic class of contexts where schwa deletion is difficult in Bengali are certain inflected verb forms. Roughly speaking, Bengali has several classes of consonant-stem verbs. The verb बल- /bɒl/ (to speak) has inflected forms बला /bələ/, बलित /bəlɨt/, बलिन /bəlɨn/ and /bələ/, etc. The inflected form /bələ/ is often written as बल (b@l), i.e. the final schwa must be pronounced. Deleting the final schwa in बल and pronouncing it as /bələ/ changes the meaning to ball, an accidental homograph. The inflected form /bəlɨt/ is written बलित (b@lɨt). Writing it instead with a ligated form as बलित (b@l@t) would be highly unusual as that would obscure the shape of the stem बल-. To summarize, in the verb form (b@l) the inherent vowel in ⟨o⟩ must be pronounced; but in the related form (b@l@t) the inherent vowel in ⟨o⟩ must be deleted. The latter situation is similar to Hindi बोलते (b@l@te), but the occurrence of /a/ in verb endings in Bengali has no analogue in Hindi that would give rise to similar problems there.

Crucially, Bengali has several homographs related to schwa

3The phonemic ambiguity of the realized schwa is arguably the next most important problem in Bengali g2p, second only to schwa deletion. This problem is not restricted to Bengali either. It also features prominently in Sinhala [10], where the inherent vowel is ambiguous between /ə/ and /a/. This also shows that the problem of phoneme conversion is independent of schwa deletion, as Sinhala lacks schwa deletion per the discussion around Table 1.

4A systematic class of frequent homographs, noted in passing.
Table 4: Entries from the aligned Bengali pronunciation lexicon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orthography</th>
<th>Graphemes</th>
<th>Phonemes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>অকথÇ</td>
<td>a k @ tʰ ỹ @</td>
<td>ɔ k o t tʰ o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>অকথু</td>
<td>a k @ p @ t @</td>
<td>ɔ k o p @ t</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

deletion that can only be resolved contextually. We saw that বল (b@l@) is a homograph (/b@l@/ vs. /b@l/) and so are other frequent words like হল (/h@l@/) (h@l@/ vs. /h@l/) or কেল (k@n@) (k@n@/ vs. /k@n/). Without contextual homograph disambiguation, schwa deletion is inherently ambiguous.

2.3. Related work

The schwa deletion problem can be viewed as a simple binary classification task: For each occurrence of the grapheme ⟨@⟩, decide whether it should be deleted or not. As in the existing literature, we evaluate quality in terms of classification accuracy.

The algorithm by Narasimhan et al. [3] uses morphological analysis with finite state transducers and cost models. It achieves 89% accuracy for Hindi schwa deletion. The Epitran tool [12] adopts the same approach for Bengali. It uses the following regular expression contexts:

1. Schwa preceding a vowel (_V).
2. Schwa at the end of a word, following a vowel and consonants sequence (VC+_).  
3. Schwa sandwiched between vowel + consonant and consonant + vowel (VC.CV).

Chaudhary et al. [8] employ a diachronically motivated approach for Hindi schwa deletion that uses hand-written regular expression constraints. It achieves an accuracy of 94% for Hindi. With additional word-morphology information, this increases up to 99.9%.

Tyson and Nagar [4] construct an algorithm that uses syllable structure and stress assignment for words of two and three syllables for schwa deletion in Hindi, with an accuracy of 94%. All of the above algorithms require significant linguistic knowledge. They use regular expressions that describe the triggering environments for schwa deletion, they use curated consonant cluster datasets, require syllabification, morphological analysis, and prosodic modeling. Moreover, aside from [8], all approaches are highly language-specific.

3. Method, data, and evaluation

Our approach is knowledge-lean and data-intensive. We train off-the-shelf neural network classifiers on data derived from a Bengali pronunciation lexicon, optimize hyper-parameters on a validation set, and evaluate on a held-out test set. We started with a Bengali pronunciation lexicon that had been built for use in a TTS system [11]. It contains more than 60,000 entries in Bengali script. Each entry consists of an orthographic string and a corresponding phoneme string that had been transcribed by native-speaker experts.

We transliterated the Bengali spellings into the abstract graphemic representation described above. We then force-aligned the abstract graphemes and phonemes for each entry based on the parametric approach described in [13]. This resulted in an aligned dataset over pairs of grapheme chunks and corresponding phoneme chunks. Table 4 shows a few entries from the aligned lexicon.

We used the alignment of the inherent vowel grapheme ⟨@⟩ to derive supervised labels for the neural classifiers. If ⟨@⟩ was aligned with a phoneme chunk, we assigned a label False; otherwise ⟨@⟩ was aligned with the empty string and we assigned a label True. This resulted in a labeled dataset with 84k schwa deletion/conversion instances.

We then prepared the following featurized dataset for the binary classifiers. The input feature columns are graphemes and represented as category columns with the entire grapheme set as the vocabulary. The target label is a Boolean indicating whether schwa is deleted or not. Crucially, no phonetic information from the pronunciation lexicon appears in the input features. Table 5 shows 3 consecutive instances of schwa processing produced from the single word অকথ়ট অকথ়ট অকথ়ট whose alignment appears in Table 4. In this example, the left context length is 3 and the right one 4; both lengths are tunable hyperparameters.

We experimented with two additional sets of computed feature columns, expecting that they could potentially enhance classification quality. The first set of Boolean valued columns encodes the regular expression contexts of Epitran discussed above. The second set of columns decomposes the graphemes into linguistic features. For example, the grapheme ⟨a⟩ is expressed in terms of articulatory features of its typical realization as an open central unrounded vowel.

We employ a DNNClassifier from TensorFlow [14] with most of the network parameters tuned as described below. The result of training is a binary classifier model which can predict schwa deletion. Table 6 lists the hyperparameters used.

Our objective is to build a model with high accuracy while controlling the training dataset size and tracking the output model size. As training data can be expensive, we want to understand the impact of data size on accuracy. Model size is the disk footprint of the fully trained model. Low capacity devices like mobile phones can be sensitive to model size, which is also a proxy for runtime complexity. We want to understand the possible trade-offs between model size and classification accuracy.

To that end, we set various input dataset size and output model size cut-offs, then tune hyperparameters and train a classifier under those constraints. A subset S of the given input dataset size is sampled uniformly at random from the full 84k dataset. The remaining dataset K is held out to evaluate the accuracy of the fully trained model.

Table 5: Example input feature columns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L3</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>R1</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>R3</th>
<th>R4</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BOS a k @ p @ t @</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k @ p @ t @ EOS</td>
<td>False</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p @ t @ EOS</td>
<td>True</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We used Google Vizier [15] tuning is run on the sampled dataset S to determine hyperparameter values optimized for accuracy. In order to incorporate model size constraints, if the model size is greater than the given cut-off, the accuracy is demoted by the square of the ratio between the cut-off size and the model size.

Accuracy measurements are based on 250 Vizier tuning iterations. In each iteration, the sampled dataset S is randomly partitioned into training (90%) and validation (10%) sets. Each training cycle takes from a few minutes to an hour depending on the hyperparameters selected. The tunable hyperparameters and their respective value ranges are as per Table 6.

Note that the number of neural network layers and size of each layer are tunable parameters. We found that 4 layers or fewer are sufficient for the problem we are addressing. For small model sizes, the number of nodes in a layer is also small.

Left and right grapheme contexts are varied in length from

---

https://github.com/googlei18n/language-resources/tree/master/bn/data
Table 6: Hyperparameters, their range and tuned values for 16kB sized model trained from 216 data giving accuracy 92.53%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hyperparameter</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>Tuned value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Left Context Length</td>
<td>0 – 12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right Context Length</td>
<td>0 – 12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linguistic Feature Columns</td>
<td>Boolean</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regex Feature Columns</td>
<td>Boolean</td>
<td>False</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batch size</td>
<td>10 – 10000</td>
<td>7215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steps</td>
<td>10 – 30000</td>
<td>2863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epochs</td>
<td>1 – 260</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate</td>
<td>10⁻⁴ – 10</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes in a Hidden Layer</td>
<td>2 – 2000</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Hidden Layers</td>
<td>1 – 4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dropout</td>
<td>0 – 0.99</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation function</td>
<td>ReLU, ReLU6, CReLU, ELU, SelU, SoftPlus, SoftSign, Sigmoid, Tanh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss Reduction</td>
<td>Mean, Sum, Sum over non-zero weights, Sum over batch size,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimizer</td>
<td>Adadelta, Adagrad, Adam, Ftrl, Proximal GD, Proximal Adagrad, RMSProp, Momentum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

0 to 12 for tuning. However, they reach their maximum values only when model sizes are practically unbounded.

After hyperparameter tuning, the entire sampled dataset \( S \) is used for training the DNNClassifier with the network parameters tuned in the previous tuning step. The held-out dataset \( K \) is used to measure the accuracy of this final trained model.

4. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows parametric plots of classification error in terms of model size for a variety of dataset sizes. Figure 2 shows the minimal observed classification error as a function of dataset size (typically achieved with large models). We observe:

1. Without any constraints, accuracy caps at around 97.5%.
2. When evaluated for word-ending schwa alone, our maximally trained model predicts schwa-deletion with 98.2% accuracy and for the remaining set of cases this is 97.1%.
3. Each quadrupling of the dataset size provides a similar relative reduction in error that has yet to level off.
4. The model size vs. error chart has a knee at around 12kB and 91% accuracy (9% error).
5. For fixed smaller dataset sizes, models seem to saturate. Increasing the model size yields diminishing returns on small datasets.
6. For all dataset sizes, the maximum achievable accuracy is only reached for the largest models.
7. Model sizes below 16kB limit the achievable accuracy.
8. The additional computed columns did not improve the accuracy and were inconsequential in the learning process, except at very small dataset sizes.

From the available accuracy data points, we can call out the tuned hyperparameters situated at the knee point of the curve representing the maximum dataset. This means, for a large training data, the hyperparameters listed in Table 6 would provide maximal accuracy while keeping the model size small.

The observed accuracies are consistent with the notion that schwa deletion is a “wide” problem where the classifiers need to encounter and memorize many different input contexts during training. If that is correct, it would also mean that knowledge-heavy approaches are unlikely to result in drastic improvements.

5. Conclusion and future work

We have described a method for predicting schwa deletion with neural network classifiers. The classifiers are trained using only language- and script-agnostic features and supervised labels derived from an expert-transcribed pronunciation lexicon. All linguistic knowledge and all language-specific information comes exclusively from that lexicon.

When trained on as few as 256 examples, the classifiers achieve an accuracy of more than 85%. The model size can be kept compact by trading off various amounts of accuracy. With a large training set and without capping model size, an accuracy of more than 97% can be reached.

Our approach is generic and can be applied to other problems in Bengali or to other languages without major modifications. As the input feature set looks only at grapheme context, it is very general and can be used to specifically target other problems in pronunciation modeling. For example, we trained a neural classifier with our setup to predict the realization of (a) as /a/ or /o/ with an accuracy of 92.5%. Another examples for such problems would be to predict the dental or alveolar articulation of the grapheme (t) in Malayalam, or to predict raising of mid vowels in Bengali.

Another avenue for exploration is multi-lingual training. Our approach makes it possible to train a single schwa deletion model on Bengali and e.g. Hindi data, using the target language as an input column. The hypothesis is that a large Bengali training set would allow us to achieve high accuracy on Hindi while requiring much fewer Hindi-specific training examples.
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